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ABSTRACT
Estt., APTRANSCO-O&M Service-Diversion of 1 no. vacant Construction Foreman post from TL&SS/Vijayawada circle administrative unit to TL&SS/Nellore circle administrative unit-Orders-issued.

(PERSONNEL SERVICES)
T.O.O.(Per-CGM/HRD&Trg) Rt.No.124

Date:14.06.2013.

Read the following:

Ref: 1.Lr.No.CE/VJA ZONE/ADM//F.No.Dkt/D.No.326/13, dt.10.04.13
2.Lr.No.CE/VJA ZONE/ADM/F.No.Dkt/D.No.495/13, dt.29.05.13

*****

ORDER:

In the references cited above, the CE/Vijayawada Zone has requested to divert 1 no. Construction Foreman post from TL&SS circle/Vijayawada administrative unit to TL&SS circle/Nellore administrative unit to provide promotional avenues to senior most Lineman incumbents in TL&SS circle/Nellore.

2. After careful examination, it is hereby ordered that 1 no. vacant Construction Foreman post from TL&SS/Vijayawada circle administrative unit (hitherto under EE/TLC/Guntur) shall be diverted to TL&SS/Nellore circle administrative unit for utilization under EE/TLC/Nellore.

P. RAMESH, I.A.S
JOINT MANAGING DIRECTOR
(COMMERCIAL,HRD,IPC&IT)

To
The Chief Engineer/Vijayawada Zone/ Vijayawada.

Copy to the:-
CGM[HRD&Trg]// All functional heads
SE/TL&SS/Vijayawada//SE/TL&SS/Nellore
SE/TLC/Vijayawada
PS to Director(Transmission)
PS to Director(Projects)
PS to Director(Grid Operation)
PS to JMD(CommI,HRD,IPC & IT)
PS to JMD(Vigilance & Security)
PS to Director (Finance & Revenue)
PS to Chairman & Managing Director
CE/EA, Operation,RE&IT ------ with a request to arrange to place in website.
Pay officer//AOCPR//Dy.CCA(Audit)//RAO(EBCA)
CRS//Stock File//Spare.
C.No.CGM[HRD&Trg]/DETR&MPP/ADE[MPP]/A1/1079/2012

//FORWARDED :: BY ORDER//

ASST. DIVISIONAL ENGINEER

Energy saved is Energy produced
Electricity saved is Electricity produced